Stylization Proves Feature of Players
Production of Wild's Silbaric Comedy

With a degree of stylization that has not been rivalled in previous attempts, the production of "The Importance of Being Earnest," as presented by the Players, will take place at 8 o'clock tonight in the Little Theatre. The play has been heralded as a comedy written in the life of the theater and as presented in artificiality of setting was a relief from the prevailing manner of the moment.

Mrs. Anderson, in the role of Miss Prism, was presented as the period of a visit of a friend. Fred Johnson, as Sir John, played by Nancy Young. Other Players in the cast were: Miss Prunelle, as Miss Prism; Miss Mabel Bell, as Miss Strife; David Bickner, as Lord Arkwright; and Jim Fitzgerald, as Algernon Moncrieff. Tickets for tonight's performance may be obtained in Players' club room, or may be obtained at the door. Season tickets for the 1931-32 season are to be on sale during tonight's performance.

Piano concert (first movement in B Flat Minor, Tchaikowsky)

Majesty Johns, pianist

PART III

Pro and the President

Howard Hansen

Song of the Volga Ballet

Noosed

Italian Caprice - Tchaikowsky

Admission is free and the public is invited.

Editor Will Publish a Summer School Calendar

An atmosphere of fellowship and good spirit will be lent the Summer session of San Jose State College this year, in the issuance of the almost weekly papers of the students.

Under the editorship of Harold Vosper, present editor, and with the able assistance of Dr. N. M. Hanks as faculty advisor, the paper will bring the news of the college before the session and during the regular quarters.

Subscriptions will be voluntary, and will be twenty-five cents for the six issues. It is expected that the usual number of papers will be issued, since almost every student in the Summer session will undoubtedly subscribe.

Stylistic Proves Feature of Players
Now that student body elections are over, I have the privilege of advocating Caspar Jeans for the office of Whoofus-jumper. Mr. Jeans is undoubtedly the man for the job on account of his general ability and the outstanding qualities. (Just the other day), says Thomas J. Hifflebeck, “I caught Caspar in the act of stealing a banana from the dormitory.”

When it comes to the question of experience, the fitness of Caspar for the job is very obvious. He has jumped Whoofuses ever since he knew what a Whoofuse was. As a matter of fact, he was taught to jump Whoofuses even before he learned to walk. In the words of Jeans himself, “I was literally brought up on Whoofuses.” When I was a mere infant, everything to me was a Whoofuse, even my mother Whootus; I called my father Whootus “Mr. Jeans”—to draw my attention to the Whoofuse on his nose. Just what is your platform? After we had all picked ourselves up off the floor, said, “But, seriously, Mr. Jeans, when it comes to the question of experience, the fitness of Caspar for the job is very obvious. He has jumped Whoofuses ever since he knew what a Whoofuse was. As a matter of fact, he was taught to jump Whoofuses even before he learned to walk. In the words of Jeans himself, “I was literally brought up on Whoofuses.” When I was a mere infant, everything to me was a Whoofuse, even my mother Whootus; I called my father Whootus “Mr. Jeans”—to draw my attention to the Whoofuse on his nose.

I, Your Candidate

When it comes to the question of experience, the fitness of Caspar for the job is very obvious. He has jumped Whoofuses ever since he knew what a Whoofuse was. As a matter of fact, he was taught to jump Whoofuses even before he learned to walk. In the words of Jeans himself, “I was literally brought up on Whoofuses.” When I was a mere infant, everything to me was a Whoofuse, even my mother Whootus; I called my father Whootus “Mr. Jeans”—to draw my attention to the Whoofuse on his nose.

I, Your Candidate

The former boy emperor of China, Henry Pu-yi, has been formally recognized as dictator of Manchuria. For 25 years, Japanese, Chinese, Manchus, and Mongols set aside political differences while the young descendant of the Manchu emperors was installed as Chinching—"dictator"—of Manchoukuo, "land of the rising sun." Wearing a beady eye and his deceased brother’s small intestine around his neck, the boy emperor is one of the strangest sight in the world.

Over 50 years ago an American born son of foreigners concluded that his was too complicated for the average citizen. He created a new name for himself by putting two letters he saw on a travelling bag with the abbreviations for the United States of America. The two letters were S and O. The man was John Philip Sousa, march king and director of U. S. Army marching bands. This is one of many stories interesting, but not true. Sousa was born to Antonio Sousa and Elizabeth Sousa. Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes Forever” is one of the finest marches ever written, and has one rare distinction. No one has ever claimed that it was copied from some piece of music. When asked to write a new march for the occasion of his last birthday, Sousa, who has written marches commemorating many events, said that it was impossible for him to do such a thing. Sousa, in his march of his own. His recent death was mourned throughout the country.

It seems strange, but why don’t the students who never place in the races or field events ever get some recognition for the achievement they put forth? I’d like to dedicate a monument to the unknown athlete that goes unnoticed, and make it a common custom, hoping some day to burst into the limelight of fame. These great vi... (Continued from Page One)

The world lost an "apostle of peace" when Aristotle Brund, former President, died last week. He was the co-author of the Kellogg-Briand pact outlawing war, a moving spirit in the Locarno treaties, and a leading voice in the frontiers of Germany, Belgium, and France; and in 1930 was the originator of the Four Power Test to which an economic union of Europe, his beloved "Brotherhood of Europe," his "Brotherhood of Europe.

In his country he was eleven times premier, sixteen times foreign minister, fifteen times minister of the interior, thrice minister of justice, and twice minister of education. He held posts in 25 cabinet

Chronicle of Small Beer

Now that student body elections are over, it is pleasant to advocate Caspar Jeans for the office of Whoofus-jumper. Mr. Jeans is undoubtedly the man for the job on account of his general ability and the outstanding qualities. (Just the other day), says Thomas J. Hifflebeck, “I caught Caspar in the act of stealing a banana from the dormitory.”

When it comes to the question of experience, the fitness of Caspar for the job is very obvious. He has jumped Whoofuses ever since he knew what a Whoofuse was. As a matter of fact, he was taught to jump Whoofuses even before he learned to walk. In the words of Jeans himself, “I was literally brought up on Whoofuses.” When I was a mere infant, everything to me was a Whoofuse, even my mother Whootus; I called my father Whootus “Mr. Jeans”—to draw my attention to the Whoofuse on his nose.
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The former boy emperor of China, Henry Pu-yi, has been formally recognized as dictator of Manchuria. For 25 years, Japanese, Chinese, Manchus, and Mongols set aside political differences while the young descendant of the Manchu emperors was installed as Chinching—"dictator"—of Manchoukuo, "land of the rising sun." Wearing a beady eye and his deceased brother’s small intestine around his neck, the boy emperor is one of the strangest sight in the world.

Over 50 years ago an American born son of foreigners concluded that his was too complicated for the average citizen. He created a new name for himself by putting two letters he saw on a travelling bag with the abbreviations for the United States of America. The two letters were S and O. The man was John Philip Sousa, march king and director of U. S. Army marching bands. This is one of many stories interesting, but not true. Sousa was born to Antonio Sousa and Elizabeth Sousa. Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes Forever” is one of the finest marches ever written, and has one rare distinction. No one has ever claimed that it was copied from some piece of music. When asked to write a new march for the occasion of his last birthday, Sousa, who has written marches commemorating many events, said that it was impossible for him to do such a thing. Sousa, in his march of his own. His recent death was mourned throughout the country.

It seems strange, but why don’t the students who never place in the races or field events ever get some recognition for the achievement they put forth? I’d like to dedicate a monument to the unknown athlete that goes unnoticed, and make it a common custom, hoping some day to burst into the limelight of fame. These great vi... (Continued from Page One)
New Members of Kappa Kappa Sigma Presented

Phi Kappa Pi Closes Its Season With a Sport Dance

Having the honor of being chosen out of 552 applicants, Miss Ruth Sanders, a San Jose graduate, was chosen to take the position of Miss Jean Howard, who was dismissed along with Principal Ralph Salmon, of Burbank school.

Miss Sanders, who has taught 11 years, will have charge of the high third and low fourth grades.

With the failure to renew the contract of Principal Salmon, citizens of Burbank were aroused to urge the renewal, but without avail. Some time ago, Lloyd Berry, who had taught at Campbell elementary school, was appointed to fill Salmon's position.

Recognition Assembly

Continued from Page One)

rewarded at that time. Scholarship awards, athletic awards, and awards to members of the Executive Board will also be presented on that day. Three special awards, one in poetry, one in prose, and one in art, will be conferred upon the three having achieved the best work in those three arts respectively.

Black Masque, women's honor society, will hold installation of new members at Recognition Day.

Frank Covello, varsity yell leader, is general chairman in charge of Recognition Day, and is being assisted by members of the Executive Board and John Hornung and Leon Warmke, president and vice president, respectively, of the student body.

Recognition Day marks the beginning of the new regime of the officers of State's student body.

ON TO SACRAMENTO

Students' Excursion

SATURDAY, JUNE 1

STUDENTS - ROUND TRIP $1.00
PARENTS and TEACHERS - ROUND TRIP $2.00

Leave San Jose 8:30 a.m., June 4th
Return on any train SATURDAY or SUNDAY

See your State Capitol, Historic Sutters Fort, Crocker Art Gallery, and other interesting points.

For further information
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COLUMBIA 4100
The Globe Trotter" Gives Review of World Happenings

The word "an apotheosis of peace" when Armand Briand, French statesman, died. He was co-author of the Kellogg-Briand Pact, which ended twenty years of war, and in 1930 was the originator of a comprehensive scheme for a League of Nations "United States of Europe." In his early years Briand, premier, sixteen times foreign minister, four times minister of war, was a strong man, deeply interested in everything that is happening.

The former boy emperor of China, Henry Pu-Yi, has been united in marriage to the sister of Tsung Mancheun. For 20 minutes, Japanese, Chinese, Mandarins, Mongols set aside political differences while the young descendant of the Manchu emperors was installed as Chincheng—"dictator"—of Chincheng, "land of the Manchus." The 19-year-old was a strong man, defender of the race. As it is, the puppet will and Japan will pull the strings. Japan is in control, France and Germany combined.

Over 50 years ago an American born son of foreigners concluded that his name was too complicated for the average citizen. He created a new name for himself by combining two letters he saw in a newspaper and the abbreviations for the United States and America. The two letters were S and O. The man was John Philip Sousa, march king and director of U. S. Army Military bands. This is one of many stories, interesting, but not true. A son of Antonio and Elizabeth Sousa, Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever" is one of the most popular songs that has one rare distinction. No one has ever heard it copied from some other piece of music. When asked to write a song to mark the occasion of his last birthday, Sousa, who created the song, commemorating many events, said that it was impossible for him to do much of anything. Sousa needs in his opinion.

And said, "We're going to the dance in his house of Peter- son has arranged a series of those numbers that it is possible.

The leg responded normally with a kick. Judge Anderson passed sentence. At the time and struggles the world put forth.

(Continued from Page One)

The West Coast School of Nature Announces Plans

The West Coast School of Nature is giving its annual field trip, which is to be held at Monterey Peninsula, this summer. The director of the trip, Dr. Victor Peterson, will consist of ten days of instruction which is entirely different in its workings, than that of last year. Already over one hundred have signed up for the trip and Dr. Peterson advises anyone interested in going on the trip to sign up at once, as only 140 will be allowed on the trip. The trip, which is an annual affair which has aroused much interest in the past, drawing its constituents from all over the state, promises to be even more interesting this year. Along with the regular staff of instructors, which consists of Dr. Pickwell, Mr. Duncan, Dr. Buss, and Miss Smith, will be included Rev. D. Rhoades, A. B., the naturalist-visitor for Santa Clara County, and Mr. Buss, and Miss Smith, will be included Rev. D. Rhoades, A. B., the naturalist-visitor for Santa Clara County, and Mr. Buss be a valuable asset to the trip.

Miss Marjorie Wygle's group of the kindergarten-primers on June 3rd on San Jose State College campus. It's slice honey. The trip, which is an annual affair which has aroused much interest in the past, drawing its constituents from all over the state, promises to be even more interesting this year. Along with the regular staff of instructors, which consists of Dr. Pickwell, Mr. Duncan, Dr. Buss, and Miss Smith, will be included Rev. D. Rhoades, A. B., the naturalist-visitor for Santa Clara County, and Mr. Buss be a valuable asset to the trip.

Miss Brown's group for learning along the way and shoes alike.

Remodel Your Clothes In Time of Depression

Because of the depression, modeling clothes in an ice cream factor in promoting Miss Brown, clothed spine in the Iowa State College. She advocates the wide-sweater, that is moreRobert's wife who was so far as she knows the oldest Rachel. She also has and that many other women economizing by using that and shoe bag and other house shoes.

The trip, besides its enjoyable assets and the benefits of learning along the way, has the additional merit of having three units of college credit. Each student, in fact, and one interested in this opportunity should get in touch with Mrs. Brown, who will be glad to have her students bring them information on these.

Through the goodness of the Davenport Manufacturing Company, a Massachusetts firm, who owns the plant, which is only a few blocks from the main hall in town Monday evening, from 3 to 5.

All members of this organization are urged to attend and may enter the contest for a chance to win the main hall in town Monday evening, from 3 to 5.

The contest will be thirty-five cents.

The cost is .05 cents.

The theme is: If I were King.

The contest is for a chance to win the main hall in town Monday evening, from 3 to 5.

The contest will be thirty-five cents.

The cost is .05 cents.

The theme is: If I were King.
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The contest is for a chance to win the main hall in town Monday evening, from 3 to 5.

The contest will be thirty-five cents.

The cost is .05 cents.

The theme is: If I were King.

The contest is for a chance to win the main hall in town Monday evening, from 3 to 5.

The contest will be thirty-five cents.

The cost is .05 cents.
New Members of Kappa Kappa Sigma Presented

Kappa Sigma, San Jose State College's youngest sorority, held its first rush season since coming on the campus. The eight girls pictured above were initiated at an impressive ceremony at the Hotel Sainte Claire last week.

During the past quarter the activities have been carried out under the capable leadership of Miss Jane Allarin, president.

Indresan Marcini has developed a completely successful ultra shortwave radio telephone which is capable of both receiving and sending, according to witnesses who attended a test conducted by the other day.

Vito Covello, mayor of the town of Levanto, Italy, who was among the witnesses, said the shortwave telephone could establish contact with an ordinary telephone system. Hence a person could converse with anyone on a telephone circuit.

The test was held on the Liberty hill near here, over a distance of eight miles with a 3-meter wave.

Having the honor of being chosen out of 552 applicants, Miss Ruth Sanders, a San Jose graduate, was chosen to take the position of Miss Jean Howard, who was dismissed along with Principal Ralph Salmon, of Burbank school.

Miss Sanders, who has taught 11 years, will have charge of the high third and low fourth grades.

With the failure to renew the contract of Principal Salmon, citizens of Burbank were aroused to the need for a new teacher who had taught all children.

Frank Covello, varsity yell leader, is general chairman in charge of Recognition Day, and is being assisted members of the Executive Board.

Recognition Day marks the beginning of the new regime of the officers of State's student body.

ON TO Sacramento
Students' Excursion
SATURDAY, JUNE 4
STUDENTS - ROUND TRIP $1.00
PARENTS and TEACHERS - ROUND TRIP $2.00

Leave San Jose 8:30 a.m., June 4th. Return on any train SATURDAY or SUNDAY.

See your State Capitol, Historic Sutters Fort, Crocker Art Gallery, and other interesting points.

For further information
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COLUMBIA 4100

A Treat---
Thick, Creamy Milkshakes 10c

San Jose Creamery
149 South First St.
Ballard 668
Meet To Be Held
In Kezar Stadium
On This Saturday

LOUIS SALVATO TO HAVE TOUGH COMPETITION TOMORROW

The Spartan Club chances of placing any runners in the annual track meet of the Pacific Association of the Amateur Athletic Union and SIDeau Events Tryouts to be held tomorrow at the Kezar Stadium, are very slim.

In the 3,000 metter the Spartan Club entrant, Louis Salvato, Far Western champion in the 160 yards, has to face such a strong competition as "Bullet" Bob Kiesel of the University of California, Montane of San Francisco University, and Les Hables of Stanford, who is competing unattacked.

"Bullet" Bob Kiesel is the University of California pride and figures to easily take first in the event, losing this on his recent performance when he defeated Walter Winchell, a 3,000 yard man ever may be scratched due to the recurrence of an old football injury that Kezar Stadium is having again.

Even if he is entered he may be handicapped by his recurrence, so some other entry may cap first place. No matter who wins, Salvato is looking to finish second in the best. In his recent workouts Salvato has had a tough time to get in practice for the short stay following the Relays,但是, the hard miles of the Stanford track team, has run several fast practice races this week so that he may be figured to prove a threat.

Harper vs. Eastman

Despite the handicap distance ace of the San Jose State track team, is the lone Spartan Club entrant, Harper, figured prominently in this event, the Kirkwood Garterer from Stan- ford, Big Ben Ensminger, who is expected to take the race although the general opinion seems to be that he will not break the record due to the strong wind in the long back-stretch. In a practice run during the middle of the week Ensminger was a shade under the world's record for the 800 yard run. Harper has been improving constantly so that he may prove a surprise in the event, and cap a place.

Taylor Entered

Captain of the Taylor is entered in the broad jump, where he will face the best jumpers of central and northern California. Taylor was hindered in his training by a slight attack of boils. Despite this, he has kept up broad jump as a side line, and proved successful, will attempt to win a place in the sun. Figuratively speaking. Little is known of many of the other entries who represent the pick of the crop of college, club, and high school jumpers.

President and his friends jumping eighteen feet, 24 as the necessary qualifying mark.

Leslie "Dark Horse"

Willie Leslie, who has been constantly clearing 6 feet in practice, has a chance of surprising the opposition.

State Golfer Will Clash With San Jose High School Aces

After having a tragic beginning in golf activities when the Spartan Club lost all their matches to Menlo J. C., they will try to compensate the wallowing by meeting the strong San Jose High School Terriers Friday afternoon at the new Pacific Association of the Golf Club. The matches are scheduled to get under with 5 o'clock.

The High School team is probably one of the best interscholastic golf squads in the State and will give the Spartans plenty of grief from start to finish.

Dolos Wolfe, first man on the Spartan team will meet Don Edward, well-known golfer of San Clara County, who has been in the championship class for several years. Wolfe and Edwards have each won a match in their previous meeting, and the play off should display plenty of classy golf.

This matches Anthony Muffly in another match which is a toss-up as to the outcome. Muffly recently placed William Wycoff for second position on the team. Wolfe has Chappell has won hands down. He is anxious to get back into his former place as second man, and if he beats Dinio, Win- ston has a good chance of getting the place.

Chesley Chapil will play Bur- dolph, another star of this local city, and should prove to be a good match. Chappil may beat Bur dolph, but he will have to play sensational golf to do it.

I. D. K.'s and Majors To Hold Baseball Till

Due to a discrepancy in the scheduling of the I. D. K.'s and Majors last Tuesday the game will be played over again next Monday at 4:30. The members of both teams are urged to be on time and a good game can be expected. The I. D. K.'s are really showing real spirit by insisting on playing the game over because they won their other game although the Majors were the ones who committed the default. Even if the I. D. K.'s had lost they could claim the game on a forfeit.

Otherwise, may surprise some of the ex- perts by taking a place and thus a place.

Leslie, whose moronic rise prior to the Far Western Conference meet surprised many of his friends quite jumping eighteen feet, 24 as the necessary qualifying mark.

Leslie "Dark Horse"

Willie Leslie, who has been constantly clearing 6 feet in practice, has a chance of surprising the opposition.

Merrill Men Will Meet
Ambler's Today in State College Pool

WILL BE THE LAST MEET OF THE YEAR FOR SWIMMERS

Meeting the Ambler's swimming club of Berkeley, for their good but 8:00 o'clock, San Jose State's swimming team will hold as long as they can, although a re-turn engagement is scheduled for this Friday at Stockton.

Tonight's meet will afford many State students a last look at their squad this year, and, inasmuch as the Ambler's are fast competition and real sportsmen, an exciting time is in store for those who attend.

The events billed for tonight are: 220-yard dash, 36 yard dash, 36-yard back stroke, 100-yard free style, fancy diving, medley relay, and 400-yard relay.

The fancy diving will be ably taken care of by Higuchi and Ma- ssey, and the two-meter board will be used.

Plat will probably be entered in the 220-yard dash, and aided by Draper and Stewart. This even- ing may see Flat clip his time.

Lynn and Draper are maintaining the same time in the 50-yard dash, but either under the strain of competition, may step up and lower his best record.

Two men who can be depended upon for points are Strong and Tankin. Both are continuing to win in the same reliable per- formances.

The 100-yard dash may see Flat, Phelan, or Draper, depending upon Cooper's selection before the meet. Likewise, Stewart's events also depend upon Walker's final plac- ing. The home Spartan may be another race.

Kenny Hommesick, jack strok- er, under all probabilities will not swim in the 100-yard, he has been bothered with a slight cold during the week, but he should be back in the water by tonight. When the Spartans engage the Ambler's at Stockton, Cooper's Walker's list of certain swimmers

Meetings in Town for Sunday

To Make Literary Tour

In the weeks interval between the end of Spring quarter and the beginning of the Summer session, Drs. Barry and Holliday are planning a trip which will take them through the Bret Harte and Mark Twain country in California. Vis- iting the old town of Columbia in Tuolumne County, they will go on to Virginia City, and the historic districts of that region where the eminent tramps came through. Dr. Barry plans to take pictures to use in his writing and courses. They also intend to visit Joaquin Miller's house in Oakland.

The tour will include visits to: Plat, Strong, Draper, Lynn, Stewart, Sco- nel, Humber, Maffey, T. Moore, Bo- bble, Delor, W. A. Moore, and Farlow are all possible partici- pants.

Recreational swimming held on Friday evening could be postponed until about 9:00 o'clock, which still leaves an hour of swimming.